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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTia.
It is essential in discussing the management and the maintenance
or schools that one realize that the school plant is merely the physical
space where the educational program is housed.

Consequently1 the plant

is valuable onl.T as an implement ot the total education of the child.

I:t one believes that the total environment or the child influences his

learning, then the condition or the plant becanes iaportant.
Furthel"lllore 1 the cc:edition of the plant is constant:cy under careful scrutiny by the general public and is often used as a criterion

for evaluating the total school program.

According to many of the sources

consulted, more administrators have lost their positicns for faulty
maintenance than for poor instructional programs. Add to this a moral
obligation to the children to pt"OYide a sate and sanitary environment,
and the problem. becomes greater. We require children to attend school.

This obligates us to protect them with safe facilities tbrougb proper
construction and maintenance.

It is estimated that improper maintenance

causes eighty-five per cent of school tires.l Many of the nlllllerous
accidents that occur during the school year can also be attributed to
lax or faulty maintenance•
11

An administrator who neglects this phase of his responsibility

is contributing to a learning deticiency.

On the other hand 1 an adnd n:i s•

1 Alanson D. Brainard, Handbook for School Custodians, (Nebraska:
University of Nebraska Press, 19>2), P• 193.
l

2

trator who places too much emphasis on plant operation and maintenance
through excessive time and expenditure is doing so at the expense of the
instructional progra.n2
Thus, the crux of the problem is stated.

How does an adminis-

trator assure the completion of this enormous and difficult task without

neglecting the most important part of his job-the education ot children?
The answer lies in planned maintenance,, or the act of keeping the plant
in good ccmdition by organized methods.

"A proper ratio of time and

expense can be assured only through efficient and well-trained organiza-

tion for maintenance and operation." 3
The purpose of this study is to determine and describe methods

and procedures by which the administrator can develop an adequate
program of plant management and maintenance.

2

John David Fn.gman,, School Plant Manageaent for School Ad:ndnistrators,, (Texass Gult School Research Deveiopment &oc.,, 1962),, p. 13.

-

)Ibid.

CHAPTER II
DErERMINING OPERATIONAL TASKS
The responsibility for managing and maintaining the entire
school plant rests upon the administrator.

It is unlikely that an

administrator will know how to do each operational task of management
and maintenance. But he can, through careful organization and delegation of authority, set up an adequate program to insure the completion
of the necessary tasks.
The first consideration should be to detennine what tasks are
necessary. Much of the operation is concerned with normal housecleaning
to provide a clean, attractive, and healthful environment :for learning.
Normal usage of the plant will result in a certain amount of breakage
and deterioration that will require either major or minor repair.
Three factors compose the problem of what must be dore :

housecleaning,

minor repair, and major repair•
The initial step in setting up the program should be the
construction of a master inventory of the entire school bui:I.ding,
equipnent, and school grounds. A new administrator might well find
this inventory al.ready completed or partially completed. He should
immediately review thoroughly, complete, or fora a master inventory
with the assistance of the custodial and maintenance stai'f •
The primary function ot a mster inventory is to serve as a
guide for allocation and time of the staff'.

3

It can serve as a checklist

to insure that nothing is being overlooked, to help in preparation of
a budget, and to provide an instrument for evaluating the overall maintenance progra. The charts on page 5 are examples of forms that could
be used in a Jl88ter inventory.

Using this master inventol')" as a guide, the custodial supervisor
can then construct a work sheet including all housecleaning tasks that
need to be done 1 how often the7 must be done,, and the mmber of work
hour$ required to complete them.

and

~ds

A simpls scale drawing

ot

the plant

is a useful supplement to the master iDV'entor7 in planning

maintenance work.
The greatest problaa in housecleaning is determining how often
various tasks should be performed. "Realist.icall7 optimum trequenc7
must be the axis of planned maintenance. n4
The decisions concerning the above should be ls ft to the

custodial supervisor unless the administrator has had enough experience

to assist in detendnj.ng trequenc7.

The adndnistratar should then

evaluate this and other parts ot the program b7 observation.

Observation

should be an intricate part ot evaluating housecleaning,, and might be
composed of both casual and organized methods.
mq be made

General observation

b7 the admixdstrator as he moves about the building in his

dail.y routine.

A regular monthl7

or bi-monthl.7 inspection of the entire

building should also be made with the head custodian.

Such an inspection

can serve to make necessary alterations in frequencies,, to discover
anything that may have been overlooked,

4

-

Ibid• 1 P•

46.

am

to prevent misunderstandings
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of what is expected.

These inspections should encompass the entire

plant and outdoor facilities.
I! the he ad custodian is not capable of determirrlng frequency,

many books and pamphlets are available with guidelines that could be
used and adjusted to fit any individual situation.

The following is

an example of charts that should be prepared for all parts of the plant

and grounds to determine frequency:6

Toilets, lavatories, shower rooms
2/day • • • • • check supplies, dump waste paper, wipe lavatory bovls
Daily. • • • • wet mop floor, thoroughly clean toilet bowls, lavatory
bowls, urinals, hardware, wipe down wainscoating as
needed, clean door, streaked windows, etc.
Weekly ••

• • clean radiators

Monthly. • • • clean light fixtures, seal iloor, interior windows
J/year • • • • exterior wim ows

Legal. requirements that must be followed should be considered

in planning the housecleaning program.

The School Code of Illinois

refers only generally to this topic, aside from those standards set
by the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

It is 1 isted as one of

the duties of the County Superintendent of Schools to make regular
inspections of buildings, and if, in his opinion, the buildings are

ttunsafe, unsanitary, or unfit for occupa.ncy,n:7 he ma.y request an

6
Ibid., P•

144

7state of Illinois, The School Code of Illinois, Art. 3, p. 22.

7
inspection by the public health official or the state fire marshall.
The state fire code must also be consulted and obeyed.
Major and minor repair of buildings and equipment is a constant
and reoccuring task.

Neglect of this facet of maintenance defies all

principles of good administration. Few things can contribute more toward
a poor public image of a school than equipment and buildings that are

deteriorating or not functioning efficiently for lack of repair and
maintenance.
The maintenance staff should detect most of the needed repair
in their regular planned inspections.

The other non-certified personnel,

the teaching staff, and the administration should supplement the main-

tenance staff in detecting needed repair.

It is the duty of the

administrator to ID.form the above•mentioned personnel of their responsibility in this area.

Also, a proper channel of communications should

be established to insure the proper treatment of any detection, and
all personnel should be thoroughly acquainted with reporting procedures.

CHAPTER Ill
TIMING OPERATIONAL TASKS

Once the question of what must be done has been resolved,
it beoanes mcessary to determine when the work shall be done. Many
different !actors mfluence this decision, and same of the m jor
considerations will be discussed.

Since the determining factors vary

greatly from one school to another, there are no definite answers.
This study, therefore, will pose the questions and suggest some
alternatives.
Normal housecleaning of the plant is hampered by the necessity

ot not disturbing the instructional program. For this reason, the
daily schedule and the school calendar must be given careful cansidera•
tion in the formulation of work schedules.

It becanes immediately

apparent that most of the work can be accomplished more efficientq
while school is not in session. Many schools, therefore, have
instituted evening and night sh!Ltts of custodial help to obtain more
efficient and economical scheduling.

Other advantages have been

discovered that have made the system of night shifts even more popular.

It is customary to have at least one custodian on dut7 at all times
when the school is occupied.

The use of a night shift enables the

administrator to haw a custodian on duty without expensive overtime
work.

These custodians may also be utilized as parking attendants,

8

9
night watchmen., and tor numerous other duties that normally require
hiring extra help.

Scheduling of repair work,, whether major or minor,, presents

more of a problem.

It is important for an administrator to develop

a proper perspective in relation

to maintenance and instruction.

Few

things disrupt a school more than construction or repair during the
school day.

Consequently,, this work should be confined to times when

school is not in session whenever feasible.

Naturally,, this will not

always be practical.,, but every attempt should be made to reduce interference with the instructional pr-.,gram.

The first concern of an administrator in scheduling repair
work is its effect upon the safety of tm student body.

Safety of

the student body presents both a legal and a moral responsibility to
an administrator. Morally,, the implications are clear,, but one should
also remember that many lawsuits have arisen due to injuries that were

attributed to faulty or lax maintenance.

Some items that require

special attention because of legal implications are sidewalks,, sta.irw937s1 lights, emergency warning systems,,

Some repair work is seasonable
scheduled during a particular time

or

and safety equipment.

am

must, of necessity,, be

year. Work that is not season•

able or a safety factor allows sone flexibility in scheduling, but

certain !actors should be considered be!ore a decision is made.

There

are some jobs that:_,. be done more economd.cally during a particular

time of year.

The availability of a suitable work force should be

9

10

considered.

Often, the postponement of minor repair will result in

major repair later, and this should be considered in determining
priority and expediency.

CHAPTER "JJ!
SELF!:TION AND D1PROVEMENT OF STAFF AND
ESTABLISHMENT OF DESIRED RELATIONSHIPS

It has often been said that the success of a school depends
primarily upon the teachers employed in that school.

Many schools

do an excellent job of educating children with a minimum of facilities,
and so it is with school maintenance.

Any success in school maintenance

arrl operation depends upon good organization.

organization is the delegation of authority.

A prime factor in this

A school administrator

must delegate authority and be able to place complete trust in those
to whom he has delegated this authority.

Consequently, the emphasis

must be placed on the personnel retained to operate the program.

It

is for this reason that the major portion of this study will be con-

cerned with person.Ml and desired relationships that should be
established.

One of the primary considerations of an administrator should
be the assessment of the present staff ao:i the deficiencies that exist.
Regardless of the quality of the staff, it is :impossible to efficiently
maintain ard operate a school without enough custodians and maintenance

men.

There are several methods for determining the number

ot employees

needed in a school, and an administrator might use any- or all of them.

11

12
Baker and Peters list three equations that might be used:

"One

custodian per 250 students, one custodian per ten teachers employed,
one custodian per eleven roans or 20,000 square feet.•8

They further

suggest that • •• • a school district of 3500 pupils could economically
employ two painters, two carpenters 1 and three generalists with skills
in plastering, glazing, plumbing, electricity, and truck driving.n9
These recommendations are only suggestions that will have to
be adjusted to fit individual situations. Whatever number is decided
upon should constantly be evaluated to insure economical operation.
Periodically, decisions must be made as to whether it is more practical
to contract certain jobs dcne by outside help or to attempt to maintain
a staff large enough to do most tasks internally.

Frequent assessnents

of the cost of repairs done by outside personnel should be conducted.

These should be weighed in decisions to increase the size o! the staff
and broaden the related skills available within

the start.

Another factor to be considered in decisions as to whether to
attempt a job internally or to contract outside help is the availability
of the tools

am

equipment needed far the task.

The establishment of

a small repairs shop is becoming quite popular in schools tod;q.

It

repair work is to be done internally, it is necessary not only to have
the proper tools with which to work 1 but an adequate space in which to
work.

These repair shops can be quite expensive to equip.

--

Saaker and Peters, loc. cit. 1 p. 20.

9Ibid.,, P• 21.

-

The size

13
of the school will determine how extensive a shop can be and still

remain practical.

It is possible to minimize expense by using some

of the larger 1 more expensive machines from the vocational department

rather than have expensive duplication.

Any use of these machines,

however 1 must be made at the convenience of the instructional program

and should never interfere with it.

It is generally considered to be

more practical to have small tools available in the shop despite
duplication.
By supplying an adequate small repair shop, the custodians may

use the tools to implement day-to-day repairs efficientl)r.

The exten-

siveness of the shop and the number of small repairs expected of the

custodians are in direct ratio to the number of custodians necessary
to successfully carry out the

program~

Therefore, it is easier for

the administrator to determine the size of the staff' needed.

Once these factors have been considered and the size of the
staff ascertained, an administrator can concentrate on organizing and
improving the present staff.
An organization and an outline of duties is necessary for each

am

every employee.

From this general outline should come specific

work schedules for each employee.
in planning.

Every employee should be included

'!'he work schedules should be designed to include equal

I

W<lt" k

loads and a definite outline of responsibility and line and

staff organization.

feasibility,, such asi

These schedules should be specific and based upon
clea..'l the teacher•' lounge at 11:00 A. M.

The

schedule should have enough flexibility to allow £or emergencies and
requests from teachers.

Weekly,, monthly1 and other long range tasks

should be totaled.; equated., and distributed into the daily schedules.
Usual.zy- each custodian will have on his schedule one long range task
to perform each day.

If an administrator expects his staff to improve., he must provide
the instruction and experiences necessary for this improvement. Linn
suggests, "Three to five years experience under training and supervision
are necessary for a custodian to becaae skilled.•10
Thus, one mq draw the assumption that an apprenticeship under
an experienced custodian could be of much value.

Along with this

apprenticeship_, a formal prograu of instruction is necessary in the
fcrm

or

an in-service training program over a five or six ;year period.
Greider and Rosentengel suggest the follOlfing positive outcomes

that may be expected from. a formal in-service training program:
1.

Higher standard of services

2. Increase in efficiency
3. Less waste ot fuel, water, electricity,

am

gas

4. Higher degree of cooperation among custodians
5. Less deterioration of the building
6. Better tenure
7. Better school-community relations
a. Less time lost by accidents
9. Higher morale 11

In organizing an instructional workshop, the administrator should
realize that it must be kept practical to be worthwhile.

Visual aids and

practical demonstrations are valuable and can be used in conjunction with

10Henry H. Linn, •Personal Policies for Building Service Plnplo;yees,•
American School Board Journal., Vol. c, {April, 1940), p. 29.

lJ.caJ.vin Greider and William E. Rosentengel, Public School

Administration, {New York: The Ronald Press Co., 1954)., P•

498.

15
outside consultants and instructors.

Local heads of departments are

usually capable of handling at least the first or more basic parts of
the wcr kshop.

A lecture by a person outstanding in the field who gives

an overall view of the importance of the custodian and his work in
implementing the educational program is often good for the beginning
of

tm

program.

Supervisory people, the business manager, department

heads, and others should be invited to attend to stimulate good relations and a better understar.ding of the problems of maintence work.

Proficiency tests and re.fresher courses should be used as a
follow-up.

These mt:l1" also be used as a basis for pranotion and re•

classification of employees.

This provides an incentive for self•

improvement that is necessary for even the finest in-service program
to be productive.
Another ne am of providing motivation for self-improvement is
the installation of a salary schedule and job classification.

A job

description that might be used for placement on the salary schedule

is merely a definition of the job 1 typical tasks required, and
minimum requirements.

Working conditions can make a difference in the morale of

employees

am,

consequently, affect their performance.

organi.zed programs require the custodial

Most well-

am maintenance staff to

keep

various records of supplies, fuel, and otb:?r consumable items; yet the
administration seldom provides office space or file cabinets for the
custodial staff.

other small items, such as standardization of fixtures

and tlE use of color codes of installed systems not only make the staff

16
more efficient but indicate an attempt by the administration to make
the work easier and thus enhance the morale of the staff.
The selection of new personnel for custodial and mBintenance
staff should require the same careful scrutiny as the selection of a
teaching staff.

An applicant must possess some basic skills in the

speci:t'ic area that needs bolstering within a staff, but this should not
take preference over the character of the applicant.

If the applicant

has good physical health and average intelligence, he can be trained
under the apprentice and in-service training program.

Good character,

an the other hand, is not so easily developed or changed once it is
established.

It is the consensus of the sources consulted that most

administrators place too much of a premium on skill and not enough on
character and personality. Many authors tend to support this idea,
as evidenced by the following list of qualifications with which to
judge applicants s

Character
Health
3. Educational achievements
4. Ability to be trained
5. Desire to be trained
6. Interest in work
7. Appearance
B. Age
9. Ability to work w:t t.h people
10. Knowledge of ~k to be done
11. Related skills
l.

2.

This listing recognized the characier of the applicant as being
of the utmost importance.

-

l2 Ibid., P• 487.

Character, then, should be the first quality

17
to be considered.

There are, however, some obvious .flaws in the listing,

such as the placement of age before the knowledge of related skills.
Once an applicant has been chosen, he must be classified, be

placed on the proper level of the salary schedule, and be properly
oriented with regard to school policies.

This job of orientation can

be aided by a well-planned handbook for employees that will minhdze
the anount of time an administrator will have to spend with each new
employee.

This handbook should contain and explain the following

typical items:
1.

Types of assignment

2•

mwtployee benefits

3. Rest periods
Sick le ave
5. Health insurance
6. Retirement
7. Contract
8. Holidays
9. Absence from d ut7
10. Leave at absence
ll. Reclassification

4.

12.

Reassi~nt

13. Transfer
14. Promotion
15. Resignation

16.
17.

Causes for suspension
and dismissal
Method of pay

18. Overtime
19. Mileage
20. Pay increase
21. Work day
22. Compensation insurance
23. Records
24. In-service training
25. Performance ratings
26. Problems and grievances
27. Employees right to negotiate
28. Seniority
29. Board policiesl3

The attitude aid mcrale of the entire staff, both newly recruited

am

experienced members., is impcrtant i f they are to work efficiently

toward the desired goals of the school.

It is the job of the administra-

tor to see that the desired relationships are established between the
custodial staff and all other people with whom they come in contact.
One mthod of soliciting coq>eration in this project is to include a

custodial staff representative on committees that are formed to shape
or study educaticnal. means and methods.

This should have a tendency to

1 ~akEr and Peters, loo. cit., p. 152.

--
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establish a better understanding by the custodial staff or the intent.
of the school and to enhance the teachers' respect of the custodian.
The administrator can further aid in establishing this respect by his
example.

It an administrator exhibits due regard and respect, it

will do much to influence the attitude of teacher, pupils, and the
general public.
The administrator should emphasize to his entire maintenance
and custodial staff the importance of good public relations and

select and train his staff to be good public relations men.

Baker and

Peters stress the impcrtance of the custodian in the total public

relations program by the f'ollowingi
and more of

"The custodian sees more children

the public each day than any- other person in the school. nl.4

It is evident that the staff will be public relations men, and
it must be insured that their infiuence will be good rather than bad.

Proper instruction and a clear definition of authority and responsibility
will do :much to insure good relations with teachers and students. Since
it is generally agreed that a good public relaticns program must be
based on good internal relationships, this phase of the program. must
be accomplished first.
The student body can be either a tremendous aid or a terrific

hindrance to the staff, depending upon the relationships established.
As Brainard sqs., 1tYou may be sure that unfriendly pupils can think up
all kinds or ways to bother and tcrment 7ou and make your wark more

difficult.•15

-

l4Ibid." p. 137.
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The administration should establish a policy that the maintenance statr never be directly in charge o£ students. Rather, they
should report any discipline problem to a supervising teacher i f no
teacher is present when the problem occurs.

Constant appeals to

students to help protect and keep clean the physical plant will also
help.

.Another device is the use of' the staff for instructional

purposes where feasible.

This plan cannot only supplement the

educational program but help to raise the stature of custodians and
maintenance men in the minds of' the students.
Relations between the custodial staff and teachers are often
strained because of a lack of understanding of proper procedures. The
administration should first allow ample time in the schedules of workers
to permit them to handle special requests of teachers.

The method of

teachers requesting services should be definitely established and
understood by all parties concerned. Many- schools operate under the
policy that all requests of teachers be presented in writing to the
department heads who will in turn file a written request with the
custodial supervisor.

other schools allow teachers to make direct

requests to custodians at any time.

Possibly, a combination of the

two methods could be utilized and altered when necessary by personality
conflicts.

The important thing is that a definite policy be established

and understood by all.
Another item or relations that has been a source of trouble is
a lack of respect shown by the custodians toward teachers. Many times
close friendships develop between janitors and teachers and result in
the teacher not being treated with due respect when in the presence of
parents and students. A simple reminder o£ this should suffice.

20
In regard to relations with the gemral pub lie, the problem
The administration should realize that the

becomes more complex.
custodial

am

ma:intenance staff are considered much easier to talk to

by the general public.

Consequently, they are consulted more often

than teachers or administrators about matters concerning the school.
For this reason, the principal should make all possible attempts to
select and improve men who will make good public relations men.

The

0peratiai and Maintenance Handbook of New York suggests:
"Attention to the following points will help in
setting the stage for good public relations:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

Desirable personal appearance
Desirable social attributes (tact, friendliness, interest, and courtesy)
Desirable qualities of cooperation with
community organizations which use the
school facilities
Desirability of a well-kept building and
grounds
An evident interest in the economy of the
program
Evidence of a liking for the job and the
people with whom he works
A professional approach to all relationships"l6

This function of the custodial and maintenance staff is so
important that a portion of the in-service training workshops could well
be devoted to this.

An administrator should also remember that a true

picture of the school cannot be given by one who does not know what is
happening.

The staff, then, should be informed of the progress of the

school by bulletins, announcements, and meetings.

l6The University of the State of New York, 0peration and Maintenance Handbook, 1955, P• 28.
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The benefits derived from good public relations by the entire

school are too numerous to mention,, but cne might keep in mind that
many benefits may be derived by tm department itself.

As an example,

local fire departments can often be persuaded to check the fire
fighting equipment of

tm school without cost. Visible results of

public relations program such as the aforementioned can do much to
stimulate further effort in establishing good relationships.

the

CHAP!'m V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSICNS

It is the duty o:t the administrator to establish a satisfactory
maintenarce program.

The capable administrator will organize the program

and delegate authcrity so as not to interfere with the efficient execution ot his other functions.

The key to the successful program is

organization.
The tirst steps should be to study the tasks to be done and to
prepare a master inventory.

Attar carefully scrutinizing these., the

administrator mq then deal with the more detailed aspects of the
program.

Determining the use

ar night shirts, establisment of a

small repairs shop, assessments of stat£., and scheduling are some of
the immediate problems which he should seriously consider.

The

custodial supervisor can be o:t invaluable assistance in delegating
these smaller items., in determining frequency., and in scheduling.
A caaprehensive study of the custodial staff is :necessary.

In

doing this 1 the administrator may find it necessaJ."7 to hire more
members or to replace inefficient ones.

A set of standards should be

established as to the qualifications of the candidates.

The character

ot the applicant shoulrl be the first consideration.
The capabilities of the custodial staff is an item of no small
importance.

An apprenticeship program is recommended

22

am

may be

23
augmented by an in-service workshop.

This in-service program aids

not only in training, but it is also a factor in maintaining high
morale.

other areas to be considered with regard to morale are
teacher-custodian relationships and student-custodian relationships
in which mutual respect is mandatory.

The high morale of the custodial

staff should be fostered as an aid to efficiency.
Another important facet related to the high morale of the
custodial. staff is their value in stimulating good public relations.
Frequently the publlc 1 s contact with the school system encompasses
only the results of the custooians' work and the events which occur
in the school as related to them by the custodians.
scope is encompassed by the maintenance program.

Thus,, a broad

The custodian

performs the functions necessary for adequate maintenance of the

plant and helps to create an acceptable image for the school.
The methcxis which have been suggested in this paper for
organizing a program embody a comprehensive long-range plan.

The

scheduling should at no time conflict with the educational program
which is the primary function of the school system.

The conclusion

may be drawn that the a.dmirdstrator is obligated to establish an

organized plan whereby the maintenance of the physi.cal plant is
economically and efficiently executed without interfering with the
educational program.
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